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Abstract—Web service recommendation has recently drawn
much attention with the growing amount of Web services. Previous work usually exploits the collaborative ﬁltering techniques for
Web service recommendation, but suffers from the data sparsity
problem that leads to inaccurate results. Our analysis on a
real-world Quality of Service (QoS) dataset shows that there
is a hidden correlation among users and services. We deﬁne
such hidden correlation with an asymmetric matrix (namely
asymmetric correlation), in which each entry presents the hidden
correlation between a user pair or between a service pair. The
goal of this work is to employ such asymmetric correlation among
users and services to alleviate the data sparsity problem and further enhance the prediction accuracy in service recommendation.
Speciﬁcally, we propose an asymmetric correlation regularized
matrix factorization (MF) framework, in which asymmetric
correlation and asymmetric correlation propagation have been
naturally integrated. Finally, experimental results on a wellknown real-world QoS dataset validate that the use of asymmetric
correlation among users and services is effective in improving
prediction accuracy for Web service recommendation.
Index Terms—Web service; service recommendation; matrix
factorization; collaborative ﬁltering; random walk
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Web Services Invocation Scenario

are sparse [1], [12].
Recently, the correlation among users and services is incorporated in CF approaches to circumvent the data sparsity
problem [1], [7], [13], [14]. Those CF approaches incorporated
the correlation based on the intuition that a pair of services
share higher similarity if they are commonly invoked by more
users [13]. As shown in Fig. 1, user u2 has invoked service
s4 and s6 , and we want to predict the QoS value of user
u2 invoking service s8 . Fig. 1 shows that 4 users invoking
service pair (s8 , s4 ) is larger than 2 users invoking service
pair (s8 , s6 ). Then it is natural to suppose that the QoS value
of s4 is liable to be a better predictor for service s8 than
the QoS value of s6 [1], [13]. Existing approaches utilize a
signiﬁcance weight to decrease the inﬂuence of a small number
of similar co-invoking users or co-invoked services. However,
these approaches only consider the correlation to improve the
computation of similarity.
Motivated by the above intuition, we exploit a hidden
correlation among users and services named as Asymmetric
Correlation (AC) in this paper. The asymmetric correlation is
deﬁned with an asymmetric matrix, where each entry presents
the hidden correlation between a user pair or between a service
pair. Furthermore, the higher value of asymmetric correlation
user pair (service pair) is, the more similar Web service
invocation experience user pair (service pair) enjoys.
The goal of this work is to employ such asymmetric
correlation among users and services to alleviate the data
sparsity in existing approaches, and to further enhance the
prediction accuracy in service recommendation. Moreover, we
also explore the following problems:

I. I NTRODUCTION
Web services on the Internet are abundant due to the
wide adoption of service-oriented architectures and cloud
platforms [1]–[3]. It becomes challenging for users to ﬁnd
the optimal Web services satisfying their needs from the large
number of services with the same functional characteristics.
Therefore, effective recommendation approaches arise to help
users analyze the available information for better service
selection and application development.
To recommend the optimal Web services for target users,
Collaborative Filtering (CF) based Web service recommendation approaches have been widely studied in recent years [1],
[4]–[11]. These approaches typically employ historical QoS
(Quality of Service) usage data to predict the unobserved QoS
values. However, they usually suffer from the data sparsity
problem. In practice, the available training data are usually
highly sparse (e.g., two users have only a few co-invoked Web
services) and can lead to inaccurate prediction results. For
example, one critical issue for the memory-based CF [8] is to
ﬁnd the best similar users or services through calculating the
Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient (PCC) between each pair of
users and services. But it is likely that the similarity measured
by PCC is inaccurately estimated when the historical QoS data
978-1-5090-2675-3/16 $31.00 © 2016 IEEE
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Based on the intuition that the higher value of asymmetric
correlation user pair (service pair) is, the more similar Web
service invocation experience user pair (service pair) enjoys,
the overview of asymmetric correlation regularized matrix
factorization is illustrated in the toy example as follows.
• Firstly, the 3 × 3 user-user correlation matrix and the
3×3 service-service correlation matrix can be constructed
according to the co-occurrence criterion in 3 × 3 userservice QoS matrix, which are shown in Fig. 2(b) and
Fig. 2(c) respectively.
• Secondly, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e), user
asymmetric correlation matrix and service asymmetric
correlation matrix can be obtained separately, by using
corresponding correlation matrices and dependent relation of correlation.
• And then, asymmetric correlation propagation is taken
into consideration by employing random walk algorithm.
Thus, the asymmetric correlation ranks of users and
services are produced respectively as shown in Fig. 2(f)
and Fig. 2(g).
• After that, three asymmetric correlation based regularization terms shown in Fig. 2(h) are designed by employing
the sets of Top-K high rank values of user asymmetric
correlation and service asymmetric correlation. That can
construct corresponding three uniﬁed MF models where
asymmetric correlation among both users and services is
systematically integrated.
The problem we address in this paper is how to predict the
missing QoS values of the user-service QoS matrix and recommend the optimal Web services for target users effectively
by exploiting asymmetric correlation among both users and
services.

Can we exploit the asymmetric correlation with matrix factorization to improve the recommendation performance, when the available data are sparse?
• Can we take advantages of both user asymmetric correlation and service asymmetric correlation?
To address these problems, this paper proposes an asymmetric correlation regularized Matrix Factorization (MF) framework for Web service recommendation, in which asymmetric
correlation and asymmetric correlation propagation have been
naturally integrated under three models. Speciﬁcally, this paper
makes the following contributions:
• We construct both user asymmetric correlation and service asymmetric correlation by taking into account dependent relations and propagation.
• We systematically demonstrate how to design three asymmetric correlation based models of MF, in which asymmetric correlation among both users and services has been
naturally integrated.
• We evaluate our models on a well-known real-world QoS
dataset, and the results show that both user asymmetric
correlation and service asymmetric correlation are effective in enhancing the prediction accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the problem description. Section III details the asymmetric correlation regularized matrix factorization. Section IV
shows the experimental results. Section V describes related
work and Section VI concludes the paper.
•

II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
In this section, we demonstrate the asymmetric correlation
regularized matrix factorization via a toy example. Before
describing the example, we deﬁne several terms ﬁrst.
Deﬁnition 1 (Co-occurrence criterion): Co-occurrence
criterion describes the co-invoked services which are invoked
by user pairs or co-invoking users who invoke services pairs,
shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) respectively.
Deﬁnition 2 (Dependent relation): Dependent relation
contains not only the co-occurrence criterion of each pair but
also the co-occurrence criterion of the other pairs. Dependent
relation can be obtained by constructing the stochastic matrix
illustrated in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e) respectively.
Deﬁnition 3 (Asymmetric correlation): Asymmetric correlation is the hidden correlation among users and services
deﬁned with an asymmetric matrix. And every entry in asymmetric matrix presents the dependent relation related to a cooccurrence criterion of user pair or service pair.
To illustrate the concept of asymmetric correlation regularized matrix factorization more clearly, a toy example is given
in Fig. 2. According to Web services invocation scenario in
Fig. 1, we extract three users (u2 , u8 , u9 ) and three services
(s4 , s6 , s8 ) to construct a toy 3 × 3 user-service QoS matrix.
Furthermore, Fig. 2(a) shows the 3 × 3 user-service QoS
matrix where every entry ri,j represents the QoS values (e.g.,
response time, throughput, etc.) invoked by user ui on service
sj .

III. A SYMMETRIC C ORRELATION R EGULARIZED M ATRIX
FACTORIZATION
A. Asymmetric Correlation Calculation
Given an m × n user-service QoS matrix including m
users and n services, we calculate the asymmetric correlation
by two steps: asymmetric correlation matrix construction and
asymmetric correlation propagation.
1) Asymmetric Correlation Matrix Construction: We ﬁrst
deﬁne the symmetric User Correlation Matrix (U CM ) and
the symmetric Service Correlation Matrix (SCM ). U (ui , uf )
is a set of services which invoked by both user ui and user uf
with a co-occurrence criterion, and if ui = uf then the value
of U (ui , uf ) is ∅. It is formulated as

{sg : (ri,g = ∅) ∧ (rf,g = ∅)} (ui = uf )
U (ui , uf ) =
∅
(ui = uf )
(1)
where g is in the range of [1, n], and ri,g and rf,g are the
vectors of QoS values of service g invoked by user ui and uf
respectively. Further, we deﬁne the entry of U CM as
U CMui ,uf = |U (ui , uf )|

i, f = 1, . . . , m,

(2)

where |U (ui , uf )| is the number of U (ui , uf ).
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A Toy Example

Like computing the PageRank [15], the asymmetric correlation of users and services can spread throughout the corresponding transition probability matrices. Then the random
walk algorithm with User Asymmetric correlation Propagation
(UAP) is designed by employing the following equations:

1
· 1|m|
U AP (u0i ) = |m|
t+1
1
U AP (ui ) = a · U ACM · U AP (uti ) + (1 − a) · |m|
· 1|m| ,
(6)
where U AP (ui ) is a vector with length of m, 1|m| is a
|m| long vector of ones, and a is a decay factor which is
set to 0.85. U AP (ui ) means the rank value of asymmetric
correlation for user ui , and U ACM is the user asymmetric
correlation matrix. At the beginning of the iteration, the initial
value of U AP (ui ) is set to U AP (u0i ) which means that all
users obtain a same rank value. Then, U AP (ui ) iterates ﬁnite
steps to convergence.
Likewise, the random walk algorithm with Service Asymmetric correlation Propagation (SAP) is deﬁned as:

1
SAP (s0j ) = |n|
· 1|n|
t+1
1
SAP (sj ) = a · SACM · SAP (stj ) + (1 − a) · |n|
· 1|n| ,
(7)
where SAP (sj ) is a vector with length of n, 1|n| is a |n| long
vector of ones, and a is also a decay factor set to 0.85. SACM
is the service asymmetric correlation matrix, and SAP (sj )
means the rank value of asymmetric correlation for service
sj . We calculate the value of SAP (sj ) via the same strategy
of computing U AP (ui ).
From (6) and (7), we see that the values U AP and SAP
generate a rank of users and services according to their Web
service invocation experience after a random walk. The higher
is the rank value of U AP (SAP ), the higher is the probability
that the user (service) is popular with services (users) [16].

Similar to user correlation matrix, the service correlation
matrix is deﬁned as:
j, g = 1, . . . , n,

2

(g)

Fig. 2.

SCMsj ,sg = |S(sj , sg )|

2

+

(a)

s4

2

(f)

(d)

(b)

1

(3)

where S(sj , sg ) is a set of users which invoke both service sj
and service sg .
By incorporating the dependent relations among users and
services, we deﬁne the asymmetric U CM and SCM . Dependent relations can be exploited from above correlation matrices
by constructing a stochastic matrix. That is to say, each entry
in the asymmetric correlation matrix is related to not only
the numbers of co-occurrence criterion of each pair but also
the numbers of co-occurrence criterion of the other pairs.
Therefore, the Asymmetric Correlation of user ui and uf is
deﬁned by the ratio of entry U CMui ,uf among the sum of
entries in f -th column of user correlation matrix. In formal,
we deﬁne the User Asymmetric Correlation Matrix (U ACM )
as
⎧
⎨ |U (ui ,uf )|
(ui = uf )
|U (us ,uf )|
U ACMui ,uf =
,
(4)
s∈m
⎩ ∅
(ui = uf )
where i, f , and s are in the range of [1, m], and the matrix entry U ACMui ,uf presents the dependent relation of correlation
between user ui and user uf .
Likewise, we deﬁne the service asymmetric correlation
matrix (SACM ) as:
⎧
⎨ |S(sj ,sg )|
(sj = sg )
|S(sl ,sg )|
SACMsj ,sg =
,
(5)
l∈n
⎩ ∅
(sj = sg )
where j, g and l are in the range of [1, n], the matrix entry
SACMsj ,sg presents the dependent relation of correlation
between service sj and service sg .
2) Asymmetric Correlation Propagation: The asymmetric
correlation propagation is the key to exploit the asymmetric
correlation. Following [14], we leverage the asymmetric correlation propagation to ﬁnd the top users and services through
the random walk algorithm. Observing from (4) and (5), we
see that the U ACM and SACM are the stochastic matrices
which can be considered as transition probability matrices in
the random walk algorithm. Then, every entry in U ACM
represents the probability of user ui with the next state uf ,
similar to matrix SACM .

B. Asymmetric Correlation based Regularization
Three asymmetric correlation based regularization terms
are constructed from U AP and SAP to enhance the Web
service recommendation. According to [14], [16], target users
(services) are liable to have similar Web service invocation
experience with popular users (services) which have high rank
values of asymmetric correlation. Based on this intuition, a
set of users T opU AP (K) with top-K high rank values of
user asymmetric correlation and a set of services T opSAP (K)
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with top-K high rank values of service asymmetric correlation
can be discovered in the U AP and the SAP respectively.
1) User Asymmetric Correlation based Regularization
(UACR): We deﬁne T opU AP (K) as the set of users with
top-K high rank values of user asymmetric correlation except
the service user ui itself. We propose a user asymmetric
correlation based regularization term as follows:
m
β1 
2 i=1



2

U AP (p) ui − up F

as follows:
n
β2 
2 j=1

(up = ui ),

(8)
where user up belongs to T opU AP (K), and β1 is the regularization parameter with β1 > 0. U AP (p) is a vector of the
rank values of user asymmetric correlation for user up .
Furthermore, (8) is employed to minimize the invocation
preference between user ui and other popular users with topK high rank values of user asymmetric correlation. As a consequence, we gain the ﬁrst asymmetric correlation regularized
matrix factorization model,
min L1 (R, U, S) =
U,S

+

2
β1
2

i=1 j=1
m


U,S

n



2

SAP (q) sj − sq F

q∈T opSAP (K)

λ1
λ2
2
2
U F +
SF .
+
2
2

(12)
The gradient descent algorithm of both Ui and Sj is used
to ﬁnd a local minimum of the objective function in (12) by
employing the following equations:

2

i=1 p∈T opU AP (K)


∂L2
=
Iij (UiT Sj − Rij )Sj + λ1 Ui ,
∂Ui
j=1
n

(9)
where R is the m × n user-service QoS matrix including m
users and n services, in which every entry represents a vector
of QoS values. The R matrix can be approximately divided
into two submatrices which are U ∈ Rd×m and S ∈ Rd×n
with dimensionality d < min(m, n). · represents the
F robenius norm. Iij is a indicator function. When service sj
is invoked by user ui , the Iij is set to 1 and set to 0 otherwise.
2
In addition, two regularization terms including λ21 U F and
2
λ2
2 SF are employed to avoid overﬁtting where λ1 , λ2 > 0
In order to obtain the local minimum of the above objective .
function, we exploit the gradient descent algorithm to learn Ui
and Sj ,


∂L2
=
Iij (UiT Sj − Rij )Ui + λ2 Sj
∂Sj
i=1

+ β2
SAP (p)(sj − sq ).
m

(13)

q∈T opSAP (K)

3) Hybrid Asymmetric Correlation based Regularization
(HACR): From subsection III-B1 and subsection III-B2, we
can take advantages of both user asymmetric correlation and
service asymmetric correlation. Asymmetric correlation will
possibly beneﬁt the Web service recommendation. Then, the
hybrid model can be constructed as the third asymmetric
correlation regularized matrix factorization model by:

n

∂L1
=
∂Sj

n
β2 
2 j=1

+

λ1
λ2
2
2
U F +
SF ,
+
2
2

p∈T opU AP (K)
m

Iij (UiT Sj −
i=1

1 
Iij (Rij − UiT Sj )2
2 i=1 j=1
m

U AP (p) ui − up F


∂L1
=
Iij (UiT Sj − Rij )Sj + λ1 Ui
∂Ui
j=1

+ β1
U AP (p)(ui − up ),

(sq = sj ),

q∈T opSAP (K)

min L2 (R, U, S) =

Iij (Rij − UiT Sj )2


2

SAP (q) sj − sq F

(11)
where SAP (q) is the set of rank values of service asymmetric
correlation for service sq . And service sq is the set of services
who belong to T opSAP (K) except the service sj itself. In
addition, β2 is also the regularization parameter with β2 > 0.
Moreover, (11) is employed to minimize the invocation preference between service sj and other popular services with top-K
high rank values of service asymmetric correlation.
Same as the ﬁrst model, the second asymmetric correlation
regularized matrix factorization model can be formulated by:

p∈T opU AP (K)

m n
1 



1 
Iij (Rij − UiT Sj )2
2 i=1 j=1
m

min L3 (R, U, S) =
U,S

(10)

+

Rij )Ui + λ2 Sj .

m
β1 
2 i=1

n
β2 
+
2 j=1

2) Service Asymmetric Correlation based Regularization
(SACR): Similar to user asymmetric correlation based regularization, the regularization can be expanded by taking
advantages of service asymmetric correlation. And the service
asymmetric correlation based regularization term can deﬁned

n



2

U AP (p) ui − up F

p∈T opU AP (K)



2

SAP (q) sj − sq F

q∈T opSAP (K)

λ1
λ2
2
2
U F +
SF ,
+
2
2

(14)
where the objective function L3 minimizes the invocation
preferences among both users and services.
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Thus, the local minimum of the objective function L3 can
also be searched by employing gradient descent algorithm of
both Ui and Sj as:

And N is the number of missing QoS values in user-service
QoS matrix.
C. Comparison


∂L1
=
Iij (UiT Sj − Rij )Sj + λ1 Ui
∂Ui
j=1

+ β1
U AP (p)(ui − up ),
n

p∈T opU AP (K)
m


∂L2
=
Iij (UiT Sj − Rij )Ui + λ2 Sj
∂Sj
i=1

+ β2
SAP (p)(sj − sq ),

To study the effectiveness of our asymmetric correlation
regularized MF approaches (UACR, SACR and HACR), we
compare the performance with four state-of-the-art Web service recommendation approaches: UPCC [4], IPCC [1], WSRec [1], and PMF [17]. UPCC and IPCC are user-based CF
approach and item-based CF approach respectively, which use
PCC to measure the similarity and ﬁnd the best services. When
measuring the performance of UPCC and IPCC, we set the
negative predicted QoS values as 0 to calculate MAE and
NMAE. WSRec is a model that integrates both UPCC and
IPCC systematically. PMF namely probabilistic matrix factorization is a state-of-the-art MF model for recommendation
task. In this paper, the compared four approaches and our
proposed three approaches employ the same error measures
and the same datasets.
Table 1 shows the performance comparison of seven approaches on response time with β = 30, density=10%,
dimensionality=10, GS from 1000 to 3000 with a step value
of 1000. From Table 1, we draw the following conclusions:

(15)

q∈T opSAP (K)

where we set the λ1 = λ2 in all experiments for simplicity.
IV. E XPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct experiments to explore the
following questions:
• Is asymmetric correlation effective in enhancing the performance of Web service recommendation by using MF?
• Can we take advantages of both user asymmetric correlation and service asymmetric correlation?
• What are the effects of parameters on the models performance?

•

A. Dataset Description
We employ the well-known real-world QoS dataset provided
by Zheng et al. [1] to study the prediction accuracy of our
proposed approaches. The dataset contains about 1,974,675
Web service response time invocations from 339 users on 5825
Web services.
In order to keep consistence with the real-world QoS data
sparsity, we randomly choose different number of entries,
named Given Service (GS), from 5825 Web services. Then,
the new 339 × GS user-service QoS matrix is divided into
two parts, one part as the training matrix which covers 80% of
339×GS matrix and the other part as the test matrix. As to the
training matrix, we randomly remove entries to gain different
densities. There are 9 parameters in our experiments including
a, β1 , β2 , λ1 , λ2 , top-K, GS, denstiy, and dimensionality. The
parameter settings are as follows, λ1 = λ2 = 30, a = 0.85,
and β1 = β2 = β in all experiments for simplicity.

•

•

B. Metrics

•

When GS=1000, we set top-K=60 for UACR, top-K=20
for SACR and top-K=10 for HACR. Table 1 shows that
our proposed three approaches obtain smaller MAE and
NMAE values than other approaches, and UACR gains
the smallest MAE and NMAE values than others. This
observation shows that both user asymmetric correlation
and service asymmetric correlation can enhance the performance of Web service recommendation effectively by
using MF.
When GS=2000 and GS=3000, we set top-K=60 for
UACR, top-K=70 for SACR and top-K=50 for HACR.
As shown in Table 1, SACR and HACR approaches
outperform other ﬁve approaches. This observation shows
that service asymmetric correlation based approaches can
obtain better prediction accuracy.
Our three approaches by using asymmetric correlation
can obtain smaller MAE and NMAE values than others,
which indicates better prediction accuracy. That conﬁrms
the asymmetric correlation is effective in enhancing the
performance of Web service recommendation.
Moreover, it also can be seen from Table 1 that our
three approaches experience a downward trend with the
increase GS from 1000 to 3000. This indicates that
more QoS values can improve the prediction accuracy. In
addition, the HACR can obtain smaller MAE and NMAE
values. This observation shows that taking advantages of
both user and service asymmetric correlation in a uniﬁed
model can also enhance the prediction accuracy.

Two popular metrics, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) are employed
to measure the prediction accuracy by using the following
equations:

i,j |Ri,j − R̂i,j |
,
(16)
M AE =
N
M AE
N M AE = 
,
(17)
i,j Ri,j /N

D. Impact of Top-K

where Ri,j and R̂i,j denote the real QoS value and the
predicted QoS value of service j invoked by user i respectively.

In our asymmetric correlation regularized matrix factorization approaches, the parameter top-K is employed to control
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON
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the number of popular entries which include users and services. Fig. 3 illustrates the impact of top-K on the prediction
accuracy of our three approaches (UACR, SACR and HACR)
with β = 30, GS=1000, dimensionality=10, density=5%,
density=10%, and top-K from 10 to 100 with a step size of
10.
When density=5%, it can be seen from the Fig. 3 that the
MAE and NMAE values of both SACR and HACR become
smaller with the increase of top-K, indicating larger popular services provides more information for recommendation.
Moreover, UACR can obtain the optimal performance with
top-K=10, while the SACR and HACR can obtain the optimal
performance when top-K=100. This indicates that popular
services provide more information than users for recommendation. Also when density=10%, UACR obtains better performance consistently versus SACR and UACR. It shows that the
performance of SACR, HACR and UACR has been affected
differently with the increase of top-K. Whatever the values of
top-K are, one of our three approaches can obtain the optimal
performance, indicating AC based approaches can effectively
enhance the performance of Web service recommendation.

to 10%, indicating that more Web services and QoS values can
remarkably increase the performance accuracy of SACR with
GS=3000.
G. Impact of Dimensionality
Aiming to discuss the inﬂuence of dimensionality which
controls how many latent features related to MF, we set
β = 30, top-K=70, GS=1000, density=5% and density=10%
respectively. And we also tune the dimensionality from 10
to 100 with a step size of 10. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) show
SACR and HACR ﬁrstly ﬂuctuate, after that they tend to
gentle with the growth of dimensionality from 50 to 100,
indicating that dimensionality has an important impart on the
stability and accuracy of prediction performance. In addition,
Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) show that the performance of our three
asymmetric correlation based approaches are stable with the
increase of dimensionality from 10 to 100 when density=10%
and GS=1000. This observation also indicates that more QoS
values may enhance the stability of prediction performance.
V. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we review some approaches on Web service
recommendation, which mainly include two types of CF-based
approaches: memory-based [1], [6], [7] and model-based [18],
[19]. Currently, some matrix factorization approaches have
been presented for Web service recommendation [6], [8],
[19]. However, CF-based service recommendation approaches
suffer from the data sparsity. Then context information such
as location and time is considered to tackle this problem [8],
[10], [14]. But context information may be missing for privacy
protection of Web services. Hence, researchers attempt to dig
correlation hidden in user-service QoS matrix to solve this
problem [1], [7], [13], [20], [21].
Some approaches have been proposed to by incorporating
the correlation among users or services to improve the deviation or similarity [1], [7], [13]. D. Lemire et al. [13] and Zheng
et al. [1] employ the number of similar co-invoked items or
co-invoking users to improve the deviation or similarity. Jiang
et al. [7] employ the degree of users and services to compute
the personalized similarity. Gao et al. [22] incorporate the user
weight into the computation of item similarities and differentials. Hu et al. [14] perform a hybrid personalized random walk
algorithm to handle data sparsity by inferring more indirect
user and service similarities. And Gori et al. [16] present ItemRank that exploits a random walk based scoring algorithm
to rank products according to expected user preferences and
recommend top-rank items to potentially interested users.
Tang et al. [23] propose a random walk method combining
location-aware and collaborative ﬁltering method for Web
service recommendation. These approaches only consider the
correlation to improve the deviation or similarity, but fail
to study the inﬂuence of the correlation on recommendation
performance directly. In speciﬁc, the dependent relation and
correlation propagation are not involved.
Our approaches are most related to [20], [21], [24]. Yet
our proposed approaches distinguish these methods in model

E. Impact of Beta
In our approaches, β1 and β2 are the regularization parameters to determine how much the asymmetric correlation
of users and services inﬂuences to the objective functions
respectively. Moreover, we set top-K=70, GS=1000, dimensionality=10, density=5% and density=10% respectively. And
we also vary β from 10 to 100 with a step value of 10.
As shown in Fig. 4, when density=5%, the performance of
SACR and HACR becomes better but the performance of
UACR becomes worse with the increase of β. And when
density=10%, the performance of SACR and HACR becomes
little worse but the performance of UACR becomes stable with
better results with the increase of β. This observation shows
that the values of β affect our three approaches differently,
indicating AC has an important impact on objective functions.
Also whatever the values of β are, one of our three approaches
can obtain the optimal performance. It indicates that AC based
approaches can effectively enhance the performance.
F. Impact of Training Matrix Density
To study the impact of training matrix density, we set
β = 30, top-K=70, GS=1000, GS=3000 and change the
density from 1% to 10% with a step of 1%. Fig. 5 shows that
our proposed three approaches experience a downward trend
with the increase of density from 1% to 10%, indicating that
more QoS values can enhance the prediction accuracy and the
AC is effective in enhancing the performance. Moreover, the
UACR ﬁrstly performs little worse than SACR when GS=1000
and density increases from 3% to 6%. After that the UACR
performs better than SACR when density increases from 7%
to 10%. This observation indicates that more QoS values can
enhance the prediction accuracy of UACR with GS=1000. But
as to GS=3000, the MAE and NMAE values of SACR become
smaller than the ones of UACR with density increase from 1%
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construction and means of incorporating the asymmetric correlation. Gong et al. [24] leverage a user relationship and
preference, which are derived from the feedback from user
to service. Different from this work using the relationship
from user to service, we exploit the relationship from user
to user and service to service respectively in user-service QoS
matrix. Furthermore, the relationship of users and services in
our approaches has different deﬁnition which is related to
a co-occurrence criterion in Web services. In our previous
work, [20] combines asymmetric correlation among users and
propagation into the deviation computation of different service
items in QoS prediction; [21] employs the asymmetric correlation among services to improve the process of choosing TopK different services by using slope one approach. Different
from these approaches, our proposed approaches in this paper
leverage the asymmetric correlation both of users and services
to construct three corresponding regularization terms which are
integrated in an MF model.
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we aim to employ asymmetric correlation
among users and services to enhance the prediction accuracy
in Web service recommendation. Our methods are based on
the intuition that the higher value of asymmetric correlation
user pair (or service pair) is, the more similar Web service invocation experience user pair (or service pair) enjoys. We propose three asymmetric correlation based matrix factorization
approaches for Web service recommendation. In the proposed
approaches, we leverage both user asymmetric correlation and
service asymmetric correlation in which asymmetric correlation propagation is taken into consideration via the random
walk algorithm. Furthermore, the experimental analysis on a
real-world QoS dataset shows that the asymmetric correlation
among users and services indeed has an important effect on
prediction accuracy.
In future, we will continue to optimize our models in terms
of stability and prediction accuracy. Moreover, more QoS
properties will be considered, and other contextual features
of Web services (e.g., location, time, etc.) can be integrated
into our framework to further enhance the performance of Web
service recommendation.
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